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The reaction of oxygen atom with chlorinated methyl radical has been studied using the G2MP2 level of
theory. The computation reveals an association-elimination mechanism. The addition reaction of O(3P) with
CH2Cl proceeds to the formation of an energy-rich intermediate OCH2Cl*. Four product channels of OCH2Cl*
are found: H+ CHClO, Cl+ CH2O, CHClOH, and H2 + ClCO. The isomer CHClOH also has four product
channels: H+ CHClO, HCl + HCO, H2 + ClCO, and OH+ CHCl. On the basis of this ab initio potential
energy surface and the experimental rate constant at 297 K, the kinetics of the title reaction have been calculated
by a “loose transition-state” model and RRKM theory. The overall rate constants can be fitted to a double-
exponential formulak(T) ) (1.51 ( 0.01) × 10-10 exp[(1.36( 0.01) kJ mol-1/(RT)] + (2.23 ( 0.09) ×
10-10 exp[(-27.48( 0.73) kJ mol-1/(RT)] cm3 molecule-1 s-1 over the temperature range 250-2000 K. The
energy-specific rate constants of the unimolecular decomposition of the activated adduct OCH2Cl* are used
to estimate the branching ratio. The production of H+ CHClO is the major reaction channel, and the production
of Cl + CH2O is the minor reaction channel.

I. Introduction

Incineration is a broadly applicable and effective treatment
method for the management of hazardous chlorinated hydro-
carbons wastes in which the potentially toxic byproducts such
as chlorinated methyl radicals are generated.1,2 Under typical
fuel-lean combustion conditions, the thermally stable chlorinated
methyl radicals and the rich O(3P) atoms can undergo chemical
reaction to a significant extent.3,4

The reaction of O(3P) with CH2Cl is also important in the
stratosphere because it generates chlorine atoms. It is well-
known that the Cl atom takes part in the process of the catalytic
destruction of ozone.5,6

The kinetics of the reaction of O(3P) with CH2Cl were
investigated by Seetula et al. using a heatable tubular reactor
coupled to a photoionization mass spectrometer.4 Several
important results were reported. (1) The rate constant is quite
large, within an order of magnitude of the gas kinetic collision
number. (2) The rate constant is found to be pressure-
independent and to exhibit a negative temperature dependence
over the range 297-823 K: k(T) ) (1.49 ( 0.35) × 10-10

exp[(1.46 ( 0.38) kJ mol-1/(RT)] cm3 molecule-1 s-1. (3)
CHClO is the major product, and CH2O is the minor product.
Up to now, there are no any theoretical studies of this important
reaction.

In this paper we have studied the reaction of O(3P) with
CH2Cl using ab initio calculations. The potential energy surface
is explored at the G2MP2 level of theory, and the reaction
mechanism is illustrated in detail. On the basis of the ab initio
results, the rapid rate constants are deduced by the “loose
transition state” model through fitting the experimental value
at 297 K. The relative yields of various products are estimated
by RRKM theory.

II. Computation Methods

Ab initio calculations are carried out using Gaussian 94
programs.7 The inexpensive and reliable G2MP2 theory8 is used

to explore the potential energy surface for the reaction of O(3P)
with CH2Cl. The geometries of reactants, intermediates, transi-
tion states, and products are optimized at the UMP2(full) level
of theory with the standard 6-31G(d) basis set. The vibrational
frequencies are obtained at the same level in order to determine
the nature of different stationary points and the zero-point-energy
(ZPE) corrections (scaled by 0.93) to eliminate known system-
atic errors.9 All the stationary points have been identified for
the minimum (number of imaginary frequencies NIMAG) 0)
or the transition state (NIMAG) 1). Then a series of single-
point energies are calculated at UMP2/6-311G(d,p), QCISD(T)/
6-311G(d,p), and UMP2/6-311+G(3df,2p) levels. Finally, the
G2MP2 total energy is given by

where∆MP2 ) E[MP2/6-311+G(3df,2p)]- E[MP2/6-311G(d,p)].
HLC is a higher level correction, HLC) -0.00019nR -
0.00481nâ, and nR and nâ are the number ofR andâ valence
electrons, respectively.

III. Results and Discussion

The optimized geometries of various stationary points are
shown in Figure 1. The corresponding frequencies and the
energies are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The overall
energetic profile based on the G2MP2 energies for the reaction
of O(3P) + CH2Cl is shown in Figure 2.

1. Reaction Mechanism.An association-elimination mech-
anism for the reaction of O(3P) with CH2Cl is obvious, as shown
in Figure 2. O(3P) atom attacks the radical center of CH2Cl to
form an intermediate OCH2Cl* (denoted as IM1). This process
is found to be a barrierless association. The reaction takes place
as the reactants are approaching each other to interact on an
attractive potential energy surface. The adduct IM1 hasCs

symmetry,2A′′ electronic ground state. The association reaction
of O(3P) + CH2Cl is highly exothermic by 91.75 kcal/mol at* Corresponding author. E-mail: guojz@icm.sdu.edu.cn.

E(G2MP2)) E[(QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p)]+ ∆MP2 +
HLC + E(ZPE)
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the G2MP2 level of theory. It shows that IM1 is a short-lived
activated complex. The heat of reaction is available for the rapid
dissociation and isomerization reactions, which lead to various
possible products.

Four product channels of IM1 have been found. The most
favorable two paths are IM1f Cl + CH2O via the C-Cl
cleavage transition state (TS1) and IM1f H + CHClO via the
C-H cleavage transition state (TS2). The barrier heights of TS1
and TS2 relative to IM1 are 11.20 and 18.20 kcal/mol,
respectively. TS1 hasCs symmetry (2A′′ state). The breaking
C-Cl bond is 0.35 Å longer than that of IM1. The forming
“CH2O” part is very similar to the geometry of the final product
CH2O. TS2 hasC1 symmetry. The breaking C-H bond is

elongated from 1.096 Å in IM1 to 1.551 Å in TS2. C-O bond
is shortened by 0.15 Å and is close to the C-O bond in the
final product CHClO. Obviously, both TS1 and TS2 have
productlike structures; i.e., they are later barriers. Because these
two channels are highly exothermic by 87.0 and 83.0 kcal/mol,
respectively, the polyatomic products CH2O and CHClO can
be internally excited.

The next pathway involves the isomerization of IM1 in which
one of the H atoms on the C atom is shifted to the O atom to
form another intermediate CHClOH (IM2) via a three-membered
ring transition state TS3. The isomerization barrier height is
28.79 kcal/mol, which is 10.59 kcal/mol higher than TS2. From
IM1 to IM2, C-Cl and C-H bonds become slightly short while

Figure 1. UMP2(full)/6-31G(d) optimized geometies of the various isomers of the reaction O(3P) + CH2Cl. Bond lengths are in angstroms and
angles in degree.
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the C-O bond stays almost constant. The transition state (TS3)
for this process hasC1 symmetry. The breaking C-H bond is
1.248 Å. The forming O-H bond is 1.216 Å. The product
CHClOH is a trans structure withC1 symmetry.

The fourth possible product channel is the three-center
decomposition of IM1, forming H2 + ClCO via transition state
TS4. The barrier is as high as 61.44 kcal/mol above IM1 because
of the strong repulsion of the three-membered ring, but it is
still below the reactants O+ CH2Cl. Two C-H bonds in the

IM1 stretch simultaneously to 1.604 Å. The forming H-H bond
is 0.805 Å in the transition state TS4, which is only 0.067 Å
longer than the equilibrium bond length of the final product
H2. Thus, TS4 is a later barrier. The other part “ClCO” in TS4
has a shorter C-Cl bond, a longer C-O bond, and a larger
angle ClCO than their equilibrium values.

In principle, it is possible that another three-center decom-
position path of IM1 to form HCl+ HCO can occur. This
process is the most exothermic channel in the reaction of O(3P)
+ CH2Cl (∆H0

0 ) -102.33 kcal/mol). However, neither HCl
nor HCO is detected in the experiment.4 Thus, if HCl + HCO
are formed directly from IM1, a high activation barrier, which
is at least similar to TS4, must be involved. Unfortunately, all
our attempts to locate the transition state for this process proved
futile at the UMP2(full)/6-31G(d) level with the Berny algorithm
in Gaussian 94. Stretching C-H and C-Cl bonds and reducing
the H-C-Cl angle simultaneously to make the forming H-Cl
bond distance to be various values between the equilibrium HCl
bond length (1.28 Å) and the H-Cl distance in IM1 (2.37 Å)
invariably leads to the optimized structures of TS1 or TS2, or
the H-abstraction transition states of the reactions of Cl+ CH2O
and H+ CHClO.

It can be seen from Figure 2 that IM2 is 11.54 kcal/mol more
stable than IM1; i.e., IM2 has higher internal energy. Many
decomposition channels of IM2 would be open. The most
feasible decomposition channel of IM2 is the formation of H

TABLE 1: Scaled UMP2(full)/6-31G(d) Harmonic Vibrational Frequencies of the Reactants, Products, Adducts, and Transition
States

frequencies (cm-1)species ZPE (kcal mol-1)

CH2Cl 310 822 984 1391 3041 3181 13.95
CH2O 1164 1206 1474 1666 2801 2868 15.90
CHClO 438 720 904 1306 1684 2932 11.44
HCO 1056 1879 2561 7.91
ClCO 356 603 1860 4.00
CHCl 855 977 3073 6.98
HCl 2835 4.09
OH 3478 5.02
H2 4215 6.05
IM1 382 687 696 1043 1054 1287 1339 2870 2932 17.58
IM2 360 437 701 827 1123 1217 1326 3050 3484 17.95
TS1 684ia 248 721 995 1178 1346 1522 2868 2959 16.93
TS2 1755i 406 589 640 693 1102 1273 1646 2866 13.21
TS3 2153i 392 616 739 919 1149 1257 2438 2980 14.97
TS4 1041i 454 565 704 788 898 1750 2487 3086 15.35
TS5 2618i 278 463 696 760 895 1309 1663 2979 12.93
TS6 1059i 185 336 581 1079 1218 1470 1863 2873 13.76
TS7 1868i 378 476 615 650 1049 1426 1837 2188 12.28

a i represents imaginary frequency.

TABLE 2: Total Energies and the Relative Energies of Various Speciesa

species UMP2 /6-311G(d,p) UMP2/6-311+G(3df,2p) UQCISD(T) /6-311G(d,p) G2MP2 ∆E ∆Hb

O + CH2Cl -573.679 37 -573.793 31 -573.732 50 -573.864 85 0.0
Cl + CH2O -573.820 18 -573.939 54 -573.893 89 -574.003 48 -86.99 -85.0
H + CHClO -573.808 25 -573.934 94 -573.843 43 -573.997 12 -83.00 -82.7
H2 + ClCO -573.820 90 -573.946 11 -573.867 35 -574.018 14 -96.19 -92.9
HCl + HCO -573.837 57 -573.959 36 -573.879 94 -574.027 93 -102.33 -102.0
OH + CHCl -573.663 09 -573.784 19 -573.714 41 -573.856 99 4.93
IM1 -573.818 76 -573.944 27 -573.868 37 -574.011 06 -91.75
IM2 -573.939 71 -573.969 19 -573.881 73 -574.027 86 -102.29
TS1 -573.788 25 -573.915 06 -573.848 48 -573.993 22 -80.55
TS2 -573.775 77 -573.904 98 -573.828 66 -573.982 06 -73.55
TS3 -573.767 62 -573.897 51 -573.813 99 -573.965 18 -62.96
TS4 -573.714 24 -573.848 22 -573.758 44 -573.913 16 -30.31
TS5 -573.767 60 -573.897 19 -573.819 74 -573.973 91 -68.44
TS6 -573.768 27 -573.894 48 -573.814 66 -573.964 18 -62.33
TS7 -573.706 60 -573.840 41 -573.748 23 -573.907 58 -26.81

a Total energies are in hartree; relative energies are in kcal/mol.b Enthalpy of formation at 0 K in ref 10 isused.

Figure 2. Overall profile of potential energy surface for the reaction
of O(3P) with CH2Cl calculated at G2MP2 level of theory.
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+ CHClO via a C-H bond fission transition state TS5 with
the lowest barrier (33.85 kcal/mol relative to IM2). The C-H
bond is elongated by 0.41 Å in TS5, while the C-O bond is
shortened by 0.15 Å. The second product channel is breaking
C-Cl and O-H bonds simultaneously, forming the final
products HCl+ HCO via a four-membered ring transition state
TS6. The forming H-Cl bond length in TS6 is 1.794 Å, which
is 0.51 Å longer than its equilibrium value. So this transition
state is more reactantlike. Another four-center decomposition
of IM2 forms the products H2 + ClCO via the transition state
TS7. The forming H-H bond (0.971 Å) in TS7 is about 0.23
Å longer than the equilibrium bond length of H2. Similar to
TS6, TS7 also is an early barrier. It is interesting to note that
the H-H bond in the three-center transition state TS4 is about
0.17 Å shorter than that in the four-center transition state TS7.
It is obvious in Figure 2 that both of the channels to form H2

+ ClCO have relatively high barriers.
The fission of C-O bond in IM2 generates the products OH

and CHCl without a pronounced barrier. This is an endothermic
path of the reaction O(3P) + CH2Cl (∆H0

0 ) 4.93 kcal/mol).
The energy of OH+ CHCl is 107.22 kcal/mol higher than that
of IM2. Thus, this channel cannot occur to any extent.

2. Kinetic Analysis. The calculated heats of reaction for
various product channels at 0 K are in reasonable agreement
with the experimental values,10 as listed in Table 2. The average
deviation is 1.5 kcal/mol. It implies that the present ab initio
G2MP2 potential energy surface is high quality. Therefore, the
kinetics of O(3P) + CH2Cl can be deduced reasonably on the
basis of this potential energy surface.

(1) OVerall Rate Constant.Seen from the energetic profile
for the reaction of O(3P) + CH2Cl (Figure 2), the adduct IM1
has high internal energy (91.75 kcal/mol) and thus a short
lifetime. Once IM1 is formed, the forward reaction is much
faster than the redissociation of the complex such that the
barrierless association of the O atom with the CH2Cl radical
becomes the rate-limiting step. The resulting rate constant is
pressure-independent and only temperature-dependent, just as
measured in the experiments.4,11-14

For the present barrierless radical-radical association reaction
of O(3P) with CH2Cl, the direct dynamic methods are necessary
to obtain accurate kinetic information. For instance, the canoni-
cal variational transition-state theory,15-20 which amounts to
locating the transition structure with the highest free energy as
the bottleneck of the barrierless entrance reaction, is a more
appealing method. However, this type of calculation cannot be
archived at present because of the difficulties in programming
and computational facilities. So a simpler but more empirical
method, the “loose transition-state” model,21,22 is used to
simulate the overall rate constants for the reaction of O(3P) with
CH2Cl. Further work is in progress.

By use of the “loose transition-state” model, the overall rate
constant can be obtained directly as

where l is the reaction path degeneracy,k and h are the
Boltzmann and Planck constants, respectively, andT is the
temperature of interest.Qq, QA, and QB represent the total
partition functions of the loose transition state, the reactants
O(3P) and CH2Cl, respectively. It should be noted that the
reactant O(3P) is an atom, it has no rotational and vibrational
partition functions. But O(3P) has a large electronic partition
function due to the spin-orbital splitting of the3P level,QA,e

) 5.0 + 3.0 exp(-158.5 cm-1/(RT)) + exp(-226.5 cm-1/
(RT)).13,23

Because the “loose transition state” for the association
reaction of O(3P) with CH2Cl cannot be obtained using the ab
initio calculation, some structure information must be assumed
to obtain the necessary parameters for evaluating the rate
constant by eq 1.24-26 To obtain the vibrational and rotational
partition functions of the “loose transition state”, its vibrational
frequencies and moment of inertia should be determined first.
The external moment of inertia of the “loose transition state”
is thought to be temperature-dependent, i.e.,Iq/I ) (6De/(RT))1/3,
whereDe ) 91.75 kcal/mol.Iq represents the moment of inertia
(Iq

a, Iq
b) of “the loose transition state”.I has the same meaning

but for the intermediate IM1.Iq
c is set to beIc.

According to the conventional “loose transition-state” model,
the vibrational frequencies of the “loose transition state” are
assumed to be those of the reactant CH2Cl. In addition, one of
the remaining three degrees of freedom should be considered
as the reaction coordinate. The other two degrees can be
assumed to be either two low-frequency vibrations or two
internal rotations. The necessary vibrational frequencies or
rotational constants are obtained through fitting the known
experimental rate constant atT ) 297K,k ) 2.64× 10-10 cm3

molecule-1 s-1. Then the rate constants over a wide range of
temperature can be extrapolated using these best-fitted param-
eters. Although the rapid rate constant can be simulated by this
method, the rate constants increase with the temperature. The
negative temperature dependence observed in the experiment
cannot be obtained.

Consequently, another assumption has to be made: besides
the six vibrations of the reactant CH2Cl, one free internal rotation
corresponding to the rotational motion of CH2Cl about the
forming C-O bond and one vibration representing the soft
bending vibrational motion of the bonds being formed are
introduced in eq 1. After fitting the experimental rate constant
at 297 K, the calculated rate constants versus the temperature
are shown in Figure 3. It is obvious that the calculated data are
in quite good agreement with the experimental values over the
temperature range 297-823 K.4

At the lower temperature, the rate constants show a negative
temperature dependence. According to eq 1, two aspects lead
to the negative temperature dependence. One is the spin-orbital
splitting of O(3P). The other is the temperature-dependent

Figure 3. Calculated overall rate constant for the reaction of O(3P) +
CH2Cl. The used parameters are the following:I of CH2Cl. 6.56,
113.87, 120.00 (amu);I of IM1, 38.21, 310.33, 337.04 (amu). The free
internal rotational constant is 2.08 cm-1. The vibrational frequencies
of the loose transition state are those of CH2Cl and 1050 cm-1 (see
text for details). The hollow circles are the calculated data. Solid squares
are the experimental values from ref 4. The solid line is the result fitted
by a double-exponential function.

k(T) ) l(kT/h)(Qq/(QAQB)) (1)
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moment of inertia, i.e., the position of the effective barrier that
changes with the temperature. As the temperature increases,
these two factors become less and less important. Therefore,
the rate constants become flat and increase slightly, showing a
positive activation energy. This is the characteristic of the
radical-radical capture-limited reactions.14,27 Those rate con-
stants at higher temperature are waiting for the experimental
measurements for comparison. The calculated rate constants can
be well fitted using a double-exponential formula over a
temperature range of 250-2000 K:

The first term is in good agreement with the Arrhenius equation
obtained by Seetula et al. over 297-823 K:4

However, we must remember that the rate constants obtained
by the “loose transition-state” model are very empirical. This
type of simulation only is qualitatively reasonable.

(2) Energy-Specific Rate Constants.At low pressure, the
collision deactivation rate of the energy-rich adduct OCH2Cl is
relatively small. The relative yields of various products in the
reaction of O(3P) with CH2Cl are determined by the unimo-
lecular decomposition rate of OCH2Cl. The ab initio calculated
four product channels of the decomposition of OCH2Cl are
considered, namely,

The energy-specific rate constants for unimolecular decom-
position of the adduct OCH2Cl are given by RRKM theory using
a simple treatment of adiabatic rotations as24-26,28

whereli is the reaction path degeneracy for channeli, h is Planck
constant,N(E) is the density of vibrational state of OCH2Cl at
internal energyE, and Gi(E-Ei

q) is the sum of accessible
vibrational states of the transition states for channeli at energy
E - Ei

q, whereEi
q is the barrier height of the transition state

for channeli. (Ia
qIb

qIc
q) and (IaIbIc) is the product of three overall

moment of inertia for the transition statei and the adduct
OCH2Cl. Owing to the decomposition transition states of
OCH2Cl are all “tight”, N(E) can be deduced easily by the
steepest decent method28 andGi(E-Ei

q) can be calculated using
the Beyer-Swinehart algorithm.29

The RRKM rate constants for four dissociation channels I-IV
as a function of the internal energyE are depicted in Figure 4.
The reaction rate for channel I,k1, is faster at low energies than
for other three channels because of the lower barrier height of
channel I (see Figure 2). At energies greater than 40 kcal/mol,
the reaction ratek2 for channel II gives a larger value than for
channel I, since the vibrational frequencies of channel II are
smaller than those of channel I (see Table 1), which results in

a larger sum of states for channel II. At energies greater than
130 kcal/mol, the reaction ratek3 for channel 3 also becomes
higher than for channel I because of the same reason. Within
the range of the internal energy considered in this study, the
one for channel IV is much smaller than those ofk1, k2, andk3

because of the highest activation energy of channel IV.
The branching ratio of the productions can be estimated by

the microcanonical rate constants atE ) ER (ER is the maximum
internal energy that IM1 can obtain, i.e., 91.75 kcal/mol, and
as indicated in ref 11, the implied neglect of thermal energy of
IM1 is justified at low to moderate temperature). The calculated
microcanonical rate constants for these four channels are 1.1
× 1013, 3.6× 1013, 6.0× 1012, and 3.8× 1010 s-1, respectively.
The relative ratio of rate constants is 1.0/3.3/0.54/0.0034. It is
obvious that the reaction rate for channel II is the fastest. Thus,
the formation of H+ CHClO is the major product channel.
The sum of reaction rates for channels I and III is about half of
that for channel II. The rate constant for channel III is about
half of that for channel I. Both Cl+ CH2O and CHClOH are
minor products. Channel IV has the smallest rate constant. The
product for channel IV, H2 + ClCO, should not be detectable.

As indicated by the referee, the sum of the above four rate
constants is 5.3× 1013 s-1, which means that the lifetime of
the activated OCH2Cl* intermediate would be only 2.0× 10-14

s. For such a short lifetime, RRKM theory is no longer suitable,
since the reaction becomes nonergodic. Therefore, the branching
ratio obtained by RRKM theory cannot be considered as a
quantitative conclusion but rather as a qualitative estimation.
Our results are consistent with the findings of Seetula et al.,
who reported that CHClO is a major product and CH2O is a
minor product through comparison of the ion signals of the
products.4

IV. Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from this study.
(1) G2MP2 theory is used to explore the potential energy

surface for the reaction of O(3P) with CH2Cl. Agreement of
the calculated heats of reaction at 0 K with the available
experimental data implies that the calculated G2MP2 potential
energy surface is high quality.

(2) The detailed association-elimination mechanism of the
reaction O(3P) + CH2Cl is presented. Two intermediates and
seven transition states are located along the reaction paths.

(3) The “loose transition-state” model is applied to obtain
the rate constant for the reaction of O(3P) + CH2Cl. The
essential parameters used are obtained through fitting the
experimental value at 297 K. The overall rate constant over the

Figure 4. Dependence of the energy-specific rate constant on internal
energy for the unimolecular dissociation of OCH2Cl.

k(T) ) (1.51( 0.01)× 10-10exp[(1.36( 0.01) kJ mol-1/

(RT)] + (2.23( 0.09)× 10-10 exp[(-27.48(
0.73) kJ mol-1/(RT)] cm3 molecule-1 s-1

k(T) ) (1.49( 0.35)× 10-10exp[(1.46( 0.38) kJ mol-1/

(RT)] cm3 molecule-1 s-1

OCH2Cl f Cl + CH2O (I)

f H + CHClO (II)

f CHClOH (III)

f H2 + ClCO (IV)

ki(E) ) l i(Ia
qIb

qIc
q

IaIbIc
)1/2 Gi(E-Ei

q)

hN(E)
(2)
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range 250-2000 K can be fitted by a double-exponential
formula:

(4) The branching ratio of the productions is estimated
qualitatively by the energy-specific rate constants for four
unimolecular decomposition of OCH2Cl with RRKM calcula-
tion. It is shown that H+ CHClO are the major products and
Cl + CH2O are the minor products.
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